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The actors brought to the project 
their expertise and experience, but 
they delved into the history and 
personalities of the folks they por-
trayed and gained insights from 
the film project.

Angie Ottosen-Staheli played one 
of the nurses. To prepare, she read 
“everything I could get my hands 
on about ‘Glory’ Hancock, the 
WWI nurse who most of my lines 
were based upon. I felt an obliga-
tion to portray her as humanly as 
possible, and that required under-
standing how her life experiences 
shaped her into the strong, spirited, 
courageous nurse she became.” 

Yolanda Rabun, who portrayed a 
soldier’s mother, shared, “I am a 
mother, so I used my motherly 
instincts to estimate how I would 
feel writing a beloved son who was 
away from home and potentially in 
harm’s way. Knowing that the 
words were real made it easier to 
share the mother’s journey and mix 
of emotions because there was a 
sense of authenticity to them.” 

Matthew Hager, who played one of 
the front-line soldiers, believes his 
character “begins as the toughest, 
coolest kid in town and winds up 
more of an everyman. Knowing my 

lines were based on the words of a 
real person made me have a greater 
reverence for them, and it made me 
feel more emotionally charged in 
performance.” 

Jackson Bloom, playing another 
front-line soldier, explained that  
“it was a gift to work with such 
specific texts, full of idioms and 
imagery, and at other times blunt 
in their frankness. It felt like my 
character had flesh on the bones 
already—I didn’t need to work very 
hard to put blood into the veins.” 

Catherine Calloway, whose por-
trayal of a sweetheart was based on 

several young women’s letters, 
decided “the best approach  
would be to simply make myself, 
Catherine, the character. After all, 
I’m from North Carolina, I’m a 
young woman, and I have people 
in my life that I would fear for  
and think about if they went off  
to war. . . . Speaking lines straight 
from actual letters was incredibly 
special to me.” 

Handling props is part of an actor’s 
job, and sometimes that task is 
more challenging, and more spe-
cial, than others. Kyle Bullins, who 

(continued on page 28) 

Have you ever thought of acting as time travel?  
Here’s how 11 actors traveled back in history— 
through video—to experience World War I.

As the United States entered “the war to end all wars,” no  
one could imagine a second world war. For the 86,000  
North Carolinia soldiers and nurses who served in the war 

overseas, as well as for the countless families left behind to wait in 
anguish, it was “the World War.” 

In September 2016, the North Carolina Museum of History released 
a series of 29 short films, 585 Days, if You’re Lucky, about the experi-
ences of North Carolina soldiers, nurses, and family members during 
World War I. The scripts are based on primary sources of North 
Carolinians who lived through those trying times. To take 100-year- 
old memories and make them fresh, the films were made as if the 
events experienced had occurred mere seconds before they were 
shared with a friend, the camera.

Bringing these stories to life required the acting skills of seven men 
and four women who portrayed the soldiers, nurses, mother, and 
sweetheart in the films. Accurate reproduction uniforms, dresses, 
and hairstyles were supplemented with real objects from the time 
period, including weapons, helmets, and other props—such as an 
aspirin bottle, Vaseline tube, stretcher, mess kit, shovel, and field pack. 
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Acting the Past
by Sally Bloom*

Above: Catherine, Kyle, and Matthew portray 
young people from the year 1918.

Below: Angie helps make real the experiences  
of a Red Cross nurse serving during World War I.

Video images courtesy of the North Carolina Museum 
of History. Candid photo (opposite page) courtesy  
of Jackson Bloom.

Props and costumes help actors, like Jackson, travel 
back in time—from real life in 2017 to war life in 1917. 

Jade expresses both fear and determination as a North Carolina soldier during WWI.

THJH, Spring 2017

PRIMARY SOURCES: actual records 
that have survived from the past, such  
as artifacts, documents, diaries, manu-
scripts, recordings, or other sources  
of information created at the time

“Knowing my lines were based on the 
words of a real person made me have  
a greater reverence for them.” 
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(continued from page 27) 

played a behind-the-lines soldier, experienced this 
when he held an original stretcher from the war. 
“Knowing what this instrument was used for and 
wondering how it returned after all these years made 
the scene emotional for me. And I was holding the 
stretcher by myself, so I definitely appreciated the 
effort it took for two men to carry it and a man on it, 
because it’s heavy!” 

Yolanda noted that she enjoyed “using the lighted candle 
for a shot. It was a reminder of the simplicity of the 
time, along with the quiet and stillness of the moment.” 

Elura Rogers, who portrayed a nurse in the films, 
remembered, “I was covered in [theatrical] blood and 
dirt, especially on my hands. The blood gave me the 
feeling that I couldn’t touch 
anything and a kind of 
helplessness. That feeling 
matched very well with 
the helplessness of my 
character at that moment.” 

Mathew remembered  
acting with the real food 
that stood in for the awful 
chow described by WWI 
doughboys. “There was a 
canned meat dinner we 
used for one scene; it 
smelled like dog food,” 
recalled Matthew. 
“Thankfully I didn’t have 
to eat it. Also, we needed 
rotten potatoes for a scene, 

and while the potatoes had been set out months earlier 
to rot, they didn’t look bad enough, so Sally called an 
audible and discolored them by painting them with 
food dye. They looked rotten after that!” 

Jackson remembered food dye, too: “I was close to  
taking a bite out of a hard-boiled egg with black dye 
covering the yolk, mimicking the rotted food of the 
transport ships.” 

Many of the actors are recent college graduates and 
have definite thoughts on video as an educational 
medium. Jackson explained that on film the viewer 
experiences “the inner life of the actor, receiving the 
stimuli of a battle just fought (or one raging in the 
foreground of the actor’s imagination), the breath  
of an actor, transformed into the panic-breath of the 
soldier on the battlefield.” Catherine shared that films 

based on historical resources are “one of the best  
ways to get as close as one can to being an eyewitness.” 
And Angie added, “What we see with our eyes  
touches our hearts in ways that written words cannot.” 

Summing up the challenge of portraying people  
in the past, the actors acknowledged that it was a  
special experience. 

Angie said, “These people were loved and loved others. 
They made the greatest sacrifices, and some of them 
paid the highest price possible. To show them our 
gratitude, we must never forget them.” 

“War was the same for both sides,” said Elura. 
“Everyone can be wounded, and some don’t want  
to be a part of it but did not have a choice.” 

Matthew stated, “Being able to translate historical 
record into a creative experience was thrilling and  
connected me to a time in history.” 

Yolanda appreciated learning “about the role women 
played, which helped lead to the suffrage movement.” 

Kyle shared that making the films “took me out of  
my comfort zone and allowed me to experience the 
emotions of war on a safe level.” 

Jackson summarized his filming experience as  
“too much dirt!”

To see the dirt dished out on the actors, as well as meet 
them in character, watch 585 Days, if You’re Lucky.

*Sally Bloom wants everyone to know that they actually DO love history. Whatever  
your passion, it has history. Sally also writes and produces educational (and entertaining) 
videos about our past(s) and organizes the Longleaf Film Festival. She teaches via  
Live Streaming events and runs Professional Development Workshops for Educators.  
And herds cats on occasion.

The North Carolina & World War I exhibit (April 8, 2017, through 
January 6, 2019) focuses mostly on the experiences of the 
North Carolina doughboys, or soldiers. But the exhibit team 
recognized that context was needed to help make sense of 
the national “moods”  expressed by other countries at the 
time of the war. But they knew that they did not want to write 
a “book” of wall text for visitors to read. Instead, they chose to 
create an experience.

The team created two sets of videos to serve as “bookends” 
to the exhibit. Near the entrance, six young actors portray 
children from Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia, the 
Ottoman Empire, and the United States around 1915, after 
the war began in Europe. Each child speaks in the language 
of his or her country. Each expresses the national sentiments 
of that time. At the end of the exhibit, another set of actors 
portray those children as adults, around 1934. We hear them 
express the mood of their countries years after World War I 
ended and with World War II on the horizon. 

To produce these shorts, museum staff wrote scripts and had 
them translated into the language of each country. Then they 
had to find actors who could speak those languages. Most 
were native speakers. One actor worked for weeks learning  
to pronounce his lines in Turkish, not his native tongue. 

The result: visitors to the exhibit hear these voices as if 
encountering them in real life.

Top: In the museum’s video studio, 
Efe Guvenc performs a scene as  
a boy from the Ottoman Empire  
in 1914. Right: Eric Martinez portrays 
the boy all grown up, as a Turkish  
citizen in 1934. Images courtesy of the 
North Carolina Museum of History.
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“Being able to translate historical record into  
a creative experience was thrilling and connected 
me to a time in history.”

Yolanda and Spencer used primary  
sources to inform their characters.

585 Days, if You’re Lucky consists of 29 short films that 
may be watched sequentially or singularly. Video lengths 
vary from 2 to 11 minutes. Cumulative run time for all 
totals 100 minutes.

Watch it today:
http://ncmuseumofhistory.org/learning/videos-demand

Actors in the series include: Jade Arnold; Jackson Bloom; 
Spencer Bloom; Kyle A. Bullins; Catherine Calloway; 
Matthew Hager; Christopher Helton; Angie Ottosen-
Staheli; Yolanda Rabun; Elura Rogers; Quinn Turk. 
Narration by Scott Donnell. Directed by Jerry Taylor. 
Produced by Sally Bloom.

“To show them our gratitude,  
        we must never forget them.”

“Bookend Videos”  
help tell a complicated story 

Fake blood and other theatrical 
tricks helped Quinn, Elura, and 
Christopher sink deep into their 
performances.
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https://www.ncpedia.org/hancock-madelon-glory-battle
https://www.ncdcr.gov/blog/world-war-i/glory-hancock
https://www.ncdcr.gov/blog/2014/08/13/glory-hancock-world-war-i-nurse
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